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Recently there is a new problem in the
workplace. Candidates for specific job
openings don't show up to their
scheduled interviews, or those who
have been accepted for the job don't
show up on the first day of work. Some
even quit their jobs without giving
notice to their bosses. If you're a
manger at a firm-this is a big problem
when your new hire doesn't show up,
or your colleague leaves without
notice. This phenomenon is called
ghosting in the workplace. Ghosting in
the workplace is a practice of ending a
relationship with colleagues, by
stopping all forms of communication
with anyone at this company, without
giving any warning or explanation.
This happens as the worker who is
ghosting figures the following-instead
of telling the employer I am quitting or
I am not showing up for the interviewI'll figure the employer will understand
if I ignore them long enough-- they will
get the hint. Or I can think-- my
employer does not show me respectwhy should I show my employer
respect?

According to the research firm Clutch (PeopleScout,
2021) in Washington, DC., 71% of the workers who
received a job survey, claimed they ghosted at some
point in their job application process. It happened
because candidates felt there is a booming job market
now, especially as the peak of the pandemic has already
occurred. These candidates felt there were better job
opportunities out there-why pay attention to this one
that already accepted me. Specifically, according to the
Clutch survey, people ghosted their original jobs
because they accepted another job elsewhere, or
decided that their role in their present job was not a
good match. So why tell the employer!

National
employment rates
have dropped
consierably
Sometimes there is a situation
when employment rates are
high, more people are applying
for a certain job-then in this
case, the employer can ghost the
applicant. After all the employer
cannot accept all its applicants.
This occurs often when applying
to professional schools and the
applicant never hears back
about whether or not they are
accepted or not.
When national employment
rates have dropped
considerably-as in 2018 it was
3.8%-there were more job
openings than unemployed
workers(Department of Labor).
This means candidates can move
from one job to another with
more facility-and can assume
multiple offers without
experiencing negative
consequences. So this is a
situation where we see

companies are investing in new
workers who choose not to show
up. This can become a major cost
for employers-while preparing
other colleagues already
working at the company, to
assist the new candidate.
What are the options for the
company to decrease ghosting
occurrences from the candidate
or colleague:
Build a talent community by
establishing long-term
professional relationships. In
this way one can source
candidates earlier instead of
recruiting them, and find roles
for them in the job
environment. Use social media,
past networking events or
former employees or interns.
Try to create a great impression
for the candidate or colleague.
Reach out to them-send
friendly messages-get feedback
from your colleague-make the
environment comfortable for
the worker or candidate.
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Show an interest in your
colleague's career development.
Widen the pool of candidates
applying for the job.
On the other hand, when the
employer ghosts the worker, your
self-confidence is impacted, and
you feel lost and rejected. Think
about relationships you have had
with members of your team. If the
members of your team are avoiding
awkward exchanges-send a lighthearted note to your team-and
leave an open relationship, so you
can rekindle their friendship. Avoid
dangling relationships-where you
need to resolve matters with your
colleagues. Avoid bullying incidents.
Think about the professional
schools who fail to respond to
candidates whose careers are left
hanging because of ghosting
strategies from professional
schools. The candidate needs to
reach out to these schools. Why are
they ignoring the candidate?
Perhaps we can think of other ways
in which to end this ghosting
behavior. Don't you think?

